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Covid 19 – Update  
Coronavirus live updates: India's recovery rate rises to 97.68%, highest since 
March 2020
India on Monday 23rd Aug 2021 reported 25,467 Covid-19 infections, pushing the overall tally of Covid cases in
the country to 32,474,773. With 354 new fatalities in the last 24 hours, the death toll has further climbed to
4,35,110. At 97.68%, recovery rate is highest since March 2020. A total of 39,486 were discharged in the last
24 hours, taking total number of recoveries to 3,17,20,112. India logs 25,467 New COVID Cases: Active
caseload lowest in last 156 days: recovery rate highest since March 2020.

Vaccine dose : availability in India in august highest in last 5 months
NEW DELHI: With the early warning from experts suggesting Covid 19 is likely to hit India in the month of
October- November , the governments plan is to vaccinate the entire adult population all those aged18 or more,
of the country by the year –end.

For that to happen the country will reportedly need to administer an average of 92 lakh doses per day .

India achieved the target of 13.5 crore vaccine doses in July, inoculating an average of 43,41,373 doses per
day, which is a 12 .5 % increase against June's 11,96,69,381 jabs over 45 crore citizens have now received
their first dose while over 13 crore have received their second dose.
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Asian container lines report massive surges in H1 profits
Hong Kong-listed Orient Overseas (International) Ltd 
(OOIL), which owns OOCL, reported a massive surge in 
first half net profit to $2.81bn compared to $155m in 
the same period.

Shipping Industry in India: Prospects for Foreign 
Investors.

India’s strategic location, enveloped by the world’s 
busiest maritime route in the Indian Ocean, marks the 
importance of its shipping industry which facilitates 95 
percent of India’s international.

Indian cold chain logistics likely to grow 20% annually 
by 2025.

Synopsis
Cold storage in India contributes 43.7% of the total 
revenue from the cold chain industry and only 36% 
have a capacity below 1,000 MT.

Cold chain segment in the logistics sector is expected to 
grow at over 20% compounded annual growth rate 
(CAGR) by 2025 owing to its transformation from 
conventional cold storage to modern storage space, 
said JLL India.

The estimates are based on the sector’s performance 
over the past few months, where despite the post-
Covid economic impediments, the organised cold chain 
segment has seen significant growth in country-wide 
footprint.
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 Adani Ports could face hurdles in qualifying for NPT
tender to privatize its container terminal.

 Long Beach completes electric box terminal project.
 High shipping rates due to demand/supply disruption

in container business: Gujarat Pipavav Port

 Adani’s Colombo port work set to start.
 Port of Long Beach Completes New 3.3 Million TEU

Capacity Container Terminal.

Adani to shut multi-modal logistics park in
Ludhiana following blockade over farm Bills

 even-month blockade by protestors agitating over the
controversial farm Bills passed by the government,
Adani Logistics Ltd has now decided to shut all
operations at its rail-linked inland container depot
(ICD) at Kilaraipur in Ludhiana.

 As part of the closing down of ICD Kilaraipur, the
Adani Group has removed its signage from the main
gate of the ICD and issued termination notice to its
employees and others.

As the state administration was not able to remove the
blockade and allow the ICD to continue operations, the
Adani Group has decided to close the business
operation at ICD Kilaraipur as it cannot sustain losses
and continue to pay wages to employees any longer,”
said a source in the know of the development.

The closure of the ICD will directly and indirectly impact
jobs of about 400 persons and their families. In addition
to that, it will also result in loss to the exchequer by way
of railway haulage, GST, Customs duties and other
taxes of about INR 700 crore and the overall economic
impact is estimated worth more than INR 7,000 crore.
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We would like to assure you that we are doing our utmost to keep operations running as smooth as possible. 

Keeping all our colleagues world informed  that all our Indian offices are opened and we are operating from   
office with full strength & each station to respond quickly in this time of uncertainty and ensure that will take 
all the query from the world wide and support our collogues in best possible way.

Here below is the Key Person/Managers  details from each station to address the e-mails and the same can 
be addressed in this emergency. We monitor the situation closely and will provide further updates as they 
came to hand. Should you need any further information Please do not hesitate to contact a. hartrodt India 
representatives.

We sincerely appreciate the support and assure you that we are absolutely committed to help & support to 
our collogues  ensure that will take all the query from the world wide and support in best possible way.

Locations 
(All India)

Key Representative                             E-mail address Contact details

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Arvind Saroha arvind.saroha@hartrodt.com +91 9999136130

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Mohit Khemka mohit.khemka@hartrodt.com +91 9999531263

Gurugram (HQ) Ms Vineeta Solanki vineeta.solanki@hartrodt.com +91 9910923237

Gurugram (HQ) Mr. Amit Verma amit.verma@hartrodt.com +91 8800577237

Mumbai Mr. Satish Mohite satish.mohite@hartrodt.com +91 9004182828 

Mumbai Mr. Balkrishnan Waradkar balkrishna.waradka@hartrodt.com +91 9833106122

Mumbai Mr. Santosh Bhardwaj santosh.bhardwaj@hartrodt.com +91 9619350052

Chennai Mr. K. S. Raaman sethu.raaman@hartrodt.com +91 9841172941

Chennai Mr. R. Sankar Narayanan sankar.narayanan@hartrodt.com +91 9952957766

Chennai Mr. S. Senthil Kumaran senthil.kumaran@hartrodt.com +91 8754422047

Bangalore Mr. Gopi Krishnan gopi.krishnan@hartrodt.com +91 9901009665 

Bangalore Mr. Yasodaran Muthusami yasodaran.muthusami@hartrodt.com +91 8884857222

Kolkata Mr. Kunal Sengupta kunal.sengupta@hartrodt.com +91 9007699866

Kolkata Ms. Sathi Debnath sathi.debnath@hartrodt.com +91 9874277788

Hyderabad Mr. Ravi Kumar Ravi.kumar@hartrodt.com +91 9908227070
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